STRENGTH IS IN OUR DNA.

ArmorLoc™ 3L primary backing delivers DNA binding force. Nature has a way to make sure the strong survive.

ArmorLoc™ 3L utilizes a complete woven system as the foundation to deliver the world’s strongest artificial turf system.

Primary backing plays a vital role in the overall design of an artificial turf system. ArmorLoc™ 3L is non-directional, dimensionally stable and ensures no excess movement. Combined, ArmorLoc™ 3L with Silverback™ urethane coating and specialized yarns work together binding the DNA of all three components creating a thermoset bond. ArmorLoc™ 3L delivers the science of DNA strand building.

This propriety formulation and combined system is the foundation you can count on for the life of the product.
UNMATCHED FOR STRENGTH

RESTORATIVE

NO ABSORPTION

NO EXCESSIVE MOVEMENT

MANUFACTURED WOVEN AND STITCHED TOGETHER BEFORE TUFTING AND FABRICATION WITH 1,296 STITCHES PER/SQFT

105,188 WOVEN FILAMENT PER/SQFT

DNA MATCHING/ThERMOSET